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RWSA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Minutes of Regular Meeting

May 23, 2023

A regular meeting of the Rivanna Water and Sewer Authority (RWSA) Board of Directors was
held on Tuesday, May 23, 2023 at 2:15 p.m.

Board Members Present: Mike Gaffney, Michael Rogers, Brian Pinkston, Ann Mallek, Lauren
Hildebrand, and Gary O'ConneIl.

Board Members Absent: Jeff Richardson.

Rivanna Staff Present: Bill Mawyer, Lonnie Wood, Jennifer Whltaker, Victoria Fort, Santino
Granato, Betsy Nemeth, Katie McIIwee, David Tungate, Deborah Anama, Jacob Woodson.

Atforney(s) Present: Carrie Stanton.

L CALL TO ORDER

Mr. Gaffney convened the May 23, 2023 regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Rivanna Water and Sewer Authority at 2:37 p.m.

2 AGENDA APPROVAL

Mr. Pinkston moved that the Board adopt the agenda as presented. The motion was
seconded by Mr. O'ConnelI, and passed unanimously (6-0).

3. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS BOARD MEETING ON APRIL 25, 2023

Mr. Rogers moved that the Board approve the minutes of the April 25,2023 meeting. The
motion was seconded by Mr. O'Connell, and passed unanimously (6-0).

4. RECOGNITION
There was no recognition.

5. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT

Mr. Mawyer stated that he was pleased to announce that one of their employees, Brenda Clifford,
recently graduated from Liberty University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Business
Administration with a concentration in Finance. He stated that Ms. Clifford was an Accounting
Associate with RWSA in the Finance Department and had been in that position since August
2021. He stated that Mr. David Tungate, Director of Operations, recently attended a utilities
leadership program in Cincinnati.

Mr. Mawyer stated that May 31, 2023 was National Dam Safety Awareness Day. He stated that



47 there were five reservoirs and the Llckinghoie Creek stormwater basin, for a total of six dams
48 managed for the community by RWSA. He stated that Ms. Victoria Fort would give an update in
4 9 December about the dam safety program.
50
51 Mr. Mawyer stated that they continued to work on major projects with UVA and the UVA
52 Foundation, including the South Fork to Ragged Mountain Reservoir Water Pipeline project. He
53 stated that they delivered all the documents needed for UVAF to sign last week, including the

54 deeds of easement, plats, and appraisals.

55
56 Mr. Mawyer stated that they hoped to move forward with signatures on easements from UVAF
5'7 on the Westover and Foxhaven properties, plus purchase of a one-acre parcel on the Foxhaven

58 property for a pump station. He stated that the University notified them in March that there was a
59 conflict with the proposed route of the water pipeline in the Fontaine Avenue area, so they were
60 working to determine where m that area the pipe should be located.
61
62 Mr. Mawyer stated that the Central Water Line through the City continued to move forward,
63 with 60% of the design due to be finished In July. He stated that they would then do a team
64 review with the City and ACSAjust like they did with the 30% design documents. He stated that
65 the project was due for advertisement in December, and when they had a contractor, they would
66 meet with neighborhoods and give details on the area affected and how the project would
67 proceed. He stated that the work would go down Jefferson Park Avenue to Cleveland, to Cherry
68 Avenue, across 5th Street, to EIIiott, cutting down East High Street to Free Bridge.
69
70 Mr. Mawyer stated that they were pleased to receive a permit from the Army Corps of Engineers
71 to complete repairs on the Alien Farm Lane Bridge on the Buck Mtn property, where concrete
72 piers needed repairs at the waterlme In the stream. He stated that May 7 through 13 was National
73 Drinking Water Week, which celebrated water professionals who made the essential drinking
74 water in our community. He stated that Andrea Bowles» Water Resources Manager, participated
75 In Rivanna Riverfest on Sunday, where she represented RWSA at the Rivanna Conservation
7 6 Alliance event.

77

78 Mr. Mawyer stated that they met with the Moormans River Scenic Advisory Group and
79 representatives of Trout Unlimited at the Sugar Hollow Reservoir on May 8 to talk about some
so options to better support the Moormans River and the trout population below the dam. He stated
81 that they were working with those groups, DEQ, and Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources
82 about possible changes to release more water into the Moormans River.

83
8 4 Mr. Mawyer stated that they had a public meeting planned for May 1 6 to talk about the new flow
85 measurement design plan and operations manual, but postponed the meeting in order to
86 incorporate comments from the Moorman's River group into the plan and to discuss them with

87 DEQ, so they would reschedule that meeting.
88
89 Mr. 0 Connell asked if those changes would be incorporated into the permit.
90
91 Mr. Mawyer stated that the amount of water to be released, measurement of the water, and how

92 they reported it possibly could be incorporated. He stated this was because they must report al!
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93 water released into the river, and they currently had a large meter that measured large flows but
94 did not measure small flows very well. He stated that the Trout Unlimited representatives were
95 advocating for a small amount of water to be released from the pipe all the time, and from the
96 lower levels of the reservoir where the water is cooler. He stated that when there was no water
97 overflowing the reservoir dam, they were required to release it from that pipe anyway.
98
99 Mr. Mawyer stated that Ms. Bowles presented Images last month that depicted the transition

100 period in which the bladder or gate at the top of the dam stopped the water overflowing from the
101 dam as the weather got warmer throughout the day, and they previously were not adjusting to
102 have any release during those times. He stated that sometimes, when the weather was cooler
103 during the evening, the water would flow over the dam again, but the Trout Unlimited personnel
104 had concerns that during the hours of no flow, there was negative effect on the trout and the
105 stream ecology.

106
107 Mr. Mawyer stated that they had a camera that allowed them to watch the dam and see if it was
108 overflowing 24 hours per day, and instead of looking at it and adjusting the valve once every
109 three days, they now looked at it every day, multiple times per day during the transitions of flow
110 to no flow. He stated that in instances of no flow, they could remotely open the valve and begin a
ill small flow coming out of the bottom of the reservoir. He stated that they were attempting to
ll2 accommodate the wishes of the Moormans River Group and help the river as best as possible,
113 but they must discuss some of the proposed changes with DEQ before they could be

ll4 incorporated.

115
116 Mr. O'Connell thanked Mr. Mawyer for balancing the needs of nature and the need for drinking

117 water.

118
119 Mr. Mawyer stated that it was understood that the priority was providing water for the
120 community, but they wanted to accommodate the stream as well, so that was what the DEQ
121 monitoring would assist with. He stated that the Director of Engineering and Maintenance,
122 Jennifer Whltaker, gave a presentation to the Crozet Community Advisory Committee on all of
123 the projects for water and sewer in the Crozet area, including the Beaver Creek Dam Project and
124 the GAC at the Crozet Water Treatment Plant.
125
126 6. ITEMS FROM THE PUBLIC
127

128 Mr. Gaffney opened the items from the public. He asked speakers to identify themselves for the
129 record and noted that this was not the public comment time for the budget.
130
131 Mr. William Lucia stated that he resided at 3360 Ridge Road in Charlottesville, and was
132 speaking as representative of the Thomas Jefferson Chapter of Trout Unlimited in addition to his
133 own feelings on water management that Mr. Mawyer had already discussed. He stated that his
134 purpose for speaking today was to ask that the Water Authority, as operator of the Sugar Hollow
135 Reservoir and Dam, change the current method of water release into the Moormans River.

136
137 Mr. Lucia stated that it was a matter of river health, and it was the opinion of the Board of
138 Thomas Jefferson Trout Unlimited that the current release method was injurious to the
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139 Moormans River's health and ecosystem, a system prior to a year ago supported a wide
140 population of spawning brook, rainbow trout, and many other species of fish and aquatic insects
141 and invertebrates.
142
143 Mi'. Lucia stated that the current method used by RWSA to meet its DEQ permit required for
144 minimum in-stream flow that was to release water over the spillway in a manner that allowed the
145 flow in the immediate vicinity of the dam to go from adequate to no flow at all. He stated that
146 Mr. Mawyer alluded to this in discussing the heating of the bladder. He stated that while meeting
147 the spirit of the DEQ permit, the current method did more harm than good for the overall health
148 of the river and the tail water would end further downstream, and the result was a stream with
149 little or no movement of water In the tail water section oftheMoormans River below the dam.
150
151 Mr. Lucia stated that this in turn resulted in a river with fluctuating temperatures, as much as 10
152 degrees between releases, but expected to be much higher in summer months. He stated that
153 additionally, lower dissolved oxygen levels resulted, with fluctuation of oxygen carrying
154 capacity as well. He stated that lower flow, lower oxygen saturation, and higher water
155 temperature all contributed to the inability of the aquatic life, insects, invertebrates, and fish to
156 thrive and survive. He stated that algae proliferation and growth was increased In these
157 conditions and resulted in further deterioration of the aquatic environment.
158

159 Mr. Lucia stated that in order to support a healthy Moormans ecosystem and mitigate the
160 deleterious effects the current release method had created, they proposed Implementation of a
161 release method that would be beneficial to the ecosystem. He stated they would like the RWSA

162 to consider using the cold water pipe system in a manner that released the required minimum in-
163 stream flow to provide continuous release from the pipe, 24 hours per day, every day. He stated
164 that this would result in more consistent flows, lower in-stream temperatures in the tail water,

165 and high, more consistent dissolved oxygen levels.
166
167 Mr. Lucia stated that using this method would improve water quality in the river and all aquatic
168 life would benefit. He stated that they welcomed the opportunity to work with the RWSA to
169 improve the river ecosystem in a manner that allowed the RWSA to meet its permit requirements
170 and its purpose of providing clean, safe drinking water to CharlottesviIIe area communities.
171

172 Jim Bennett stated that he lived at 6430 Sugar PIoHow Road. He stated that he was a northwest
173 AIbemarle County resident and spoke on behalf of the Moormans Scenic River Advisory Board.
174 He stated that this Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation Board was formed in
175 2022 of volunteer individuals who were approved to serve based on their interest in the health of
176 the state scenic Moormans River.

177
178 Mr. Bennett stated that they had spoken to the RWSA several times recently and thanked them
179 for the opportunity to speak today. He stated that they encouraged the prioritlzation of
180 biodiversity of the Moormans River corridor as a major consideration in the water supply permit
181 being prepared. He stated that It was recognized that this represented a paradigm shift in their
182 approach to water supply design, but it was necessary for all of them to recognize and
183 incorporate 21 century ecological science Into their thinking.
184
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185 Mr. Bennett stated that in that context, and being concerned about the effects on aquatic life,
186 water flow, water temperature, dissolved oxygen, and chemical nutrients, they had the following
187 concerns. He stated that they had documented proof from pictures taken and personal
188 observations that the in-flow rates in the north fork of the Moormans River into the Sugar
189 Hollow Reservoir frequently exceeded the water delivery into the Moormans River immediately
190 downstream of the Sugar Hollow Dam. He stated the second was that the replacement in 2021-
191 2022 of the rubber bladder on top of the Sugar Hollow Dam resulted in expansion of the
192 reservoir volume such that previously dry areas at the western end of the reservoir were now
193 inundated with 3 to 4 feet of water.
194
195 Mr. Bennett stated that they did not know the effects that these new wetlands had on the net
196 volume of the reservoir, or their observations of lack of overtopping of the Sugar Hollow Dam
197 when there appeared to be no reduction of water in-flow into the reservoir from the north fork.
198 He stated that they planned on supplementing their personal observations and pictures with
199 quantitative data about water in-flow into the reservoir from the north fork. He stated that as
200 soon as they could acquire the water technology to measure flow, they would do this, and these
201 data would supplement water temperature and dissolved oxygen levels at multiple locations that

202 they.were beginning to measure.
'203

204 Mr. Bennett stated that third, the USGS Moormans River flow gauge, about 12 miles
205 downstream of the Sugar Hollow Dam, did not provide meaningful data about flows in the
206 upstream Moormans River below the dam. Pie stated that a review of recent flow data from this

207 gauge showed recorded flows peaking on May 14, 2023 at 64 cubic feet per second, returning to
208 40 cubic feet per second on May 16, and then having an approximately linear decline to about 30
209 cubic feet per second on May 22. He stated that it was noted that over this period of time, their
210 observations and digital images revealed minimal If any change in in-flow from the north fork
211 and variable Sugar Hollow Dam overtopping on different days.
212
213 Mr. Gaffney informed Mr. Bennett that he had exceeded his three-minute timeframe and could
214 submit his remaining comments to be included in the record.

215
216 Mr. Bennett stated that the group had a number of recommendations about these concerns, and

217 he hoped they would include those concepts as aspirational guidelines to help conserve and
218 protect the biodiversity of the Moormans River corridor and the water supply permit they were
219 poised to submit to the DEQ.
220
221 Dede Smith stated that she was in the City ofCharlottesville and was a rate-payer. She stated that
222 she attended the May 16 meeting at the Crozet library, and there was no one there, but it was not
223 a public meeting about this issue, for which there had not been one, so she was disappointed to
224 say the least that things were proceeding without the potential input of people who would pay for
225 it. She stated that she was an environmentalist who believed in doing the right thing by the
226 rivers, but she also had a strong science background and did not think that personal observation

227 was science, as heard by the last speaker.
228
229 Ms. Smith stated that with that being stated, It was important as they discussed this matter
230 whether they were talking about releasing natural flows of water or unnatural flows of water. She
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231 stated that they were listening to people at Trout Unlimited who had a legitimate private interest
232 in fishing as opposed to what might be a problematic river. She stated that they always knew that
233 Moormans had been a flashy river, and she wanted to know whether anyone in that group had
234 discussed taking the dam down in regard to creating natural flows.
235
236 Ms. Smith stated that in a bad drought when they really needed that water, the water would never
237 reach the Rivanna but would be absorbed by the groundwater and by all the people in between
238 who were not rate payers and who would stick their pumps in that river. She stated that was
239 known from experience and from data in the original community water plan. She reiterated that
240 they should take the dam down if they wanted natural Hows. She stated that they did not need it
241 anymore with the massive Ragged Mountain Dam.
242
243 Ms. Smith stated that the capital Improvement discussion would also highlight who they were
244 listening to versus who was paying the bill. She stated that the whole system would never be
245 equitable in a system where a lot of people paid water bills, but a lot of people with a lot of
246 influence did not. She repeated that it would never be equitable, and stated that she expected her
247 City representatives to represent the rate payers, but did not always see it.
248

249 7. RESPONSES TO PUBLIC COMMENTS
250
251 Mr. Mawyer stated that Mr. Bennett was present with the group they met with at Sugar HoHow
252 and were aware of his thoughts on the matter. He stated that Mr. Lucia was not at the meeting,
253 but appreciated his thoughts from Trout Unlimited. He stated that group did have a
254 representative at their meeting. He stated that they were looking at the various items that they
255 suggested, and as Ms. Smith discussed whether they were considering releasing natural or
256 unnatural flows, they would release natural flows. He stated that' if water was coming over the
257 dam, they could supplement that with a small amount of water out of a lower pipe. The Trout
258 Unlimited representatives were interested in using the lower gate in the tower of the reservoir,
259 which contained the coldest water.
260
261 Mr. Mawyer stated that they released some of the water from the lower gate all the time, and Ms.
2 62 Bowles, the Water Resources Manager, had concern that the water in the lower reaches of the
263 reservoir had very low oxygen, especially In the summer, and could have a negative effect on the
264 ecology downstream. He stated that they were trying to gather as much information as possible
265 in order to try different water releases in the future and see how they worked. He stated that they
266 looked to their customers first to make sure they were not unduly draining the reservoir for the
267 purpose of maintaining the Moormans River.
268
269 Mr. O'Connell stated that the DEQ permit was focused almost exclusively on administering
270 flows and not the water supply issue and bigger scheme, so they would not be balanced in the
271 issue.

272
273 Mr. Mawyer stated that was correct. He stated that DEQ looked heavily at environmental
274 impacts of building a dam and impounding the water. He stated that the Authority wanted the
275 water for customers and the DEQ was protecting the environment as best as possible by
276 requiring minimum flow releases to the stream, and they achieved the balance of both needs
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277 through the permit. He stated that DEQ worked with environmental agencies and created
278 requirements for how much water must be released and when. He stated that the environmental
279 concerns were protected through DEQ.
280
281 Mr. Mawyer stated that a comment was made that the new bladder was causing a different
282 operational process at Sugar Hollow. He stated that they were unfamiliar with that, so they
283 would have to research the matter. He stated that the new bladder was the same size and operated
284 the same way the old one did, and any differences should be minor. He stated that it inflated five
285 feet to maintain a higher pool level, but for stormwater control, the bladder could deflate and
286 allow more water to go over the dam and lower the normal pool level.
287
288 Mr. Gaffney stated that he heard Mr. Bennett say that when water was overflowing, the reservoir
289 was 3 to 4 feet higher than it used to be.
290
291 Mr. Mawyer stated that they were unaware of that being the case. He stated that the new bladder
292 was essentially the same size as the old bladder. He stated that they would continue to work with
293 all groups about this and try to work out a good solution.
294
295 Mr. Pinkston asked Mr. Mawyer if there had been any consideration of removing the Sugar
296 Hollow Reservoir and Dam.
297
298 Mr. Mawyer stated not in his time at the Authority. He asked Ms. Whitaker if she had heard of
299 consideration ofthe subject.
300

301 Ms. Whitaker stated no.
302

303 Mr. Mawyer stated that it was viewed as a critical component of the water supply system, and
304 when they had the Rivanna to Ragged Mountain Pipeline built, they would have Ragged
305 Mountain connected to Rivanna Reservoir and effectively to Sugar Hollow Reservoir through the
306 stream. He stated that Ms. Smith may be correct that in a major drought the amount of water that
307 went through the reservoir to the stream may be affected, but he could not really comment on
308 that. He stated that however, under normal circumstances, the Sugar Hollow Reservoir was an
309 essential part of their collective water supply in the community.
310
311 Mr. 0 Connell requested that Mr. Bennett s statement be shared with Board members.
312
313 8. CONSENT AGENDA
314 a. Staff Report on Finance
315 b. Staff Report on Operations
316 c. Staff Report on CIP Projects
317 d. Staff Report on Wholesale Metermg
318 e. Staff Report on Drought Monitoring
319 / Approval of Fiscal Year 2023-2024 Pay Scale Adjustment, Restrifcttiring, and
320 Regf'ading
321 g. Approval of Efigmeermg Services—Beaver Creek Dam Design Services-Schnabel
322 Engineering
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323 /?. Approval to Increase Comtj'uction Contmgency-MCAWRRF 5 kV Elect]f]cal
324 Infrastritctiire Improveme'nts-Pyramid Electrical Coiitirsctors, LLC

325 /. Approval ofEngmeering Services-Soitth Fork Rivcnma Reservoir to Ragged
32 6 • Moiintcun Reservoir Pipeline, Intake & Facilities Project-Pipelme Design, Bidding,

327 and Consti'ziction Admimstration-Kimley-Horn

328 j. Approval of Engineering Services-Sou^i Fork Rivanna Reservoir to Ragged
329 Mountam Reservoir Pipeline, Intake & Facilities Project-Sonth Fork Rivcnma
330 Reservoir Intake and Pump Station Preliminary Engineering Report-~Kimley-Hor~n
331 k. Approval ofEngmeering Services-Crozet Pump Stations Rebwld-Design, Biddmg,
332 and Construction AdiwnistJ'ation-WUey/WHson
333 /. Approval ofEngmeering Services-Emmet Streetscape Water Line Betterment Design
334 Services—Whitman, Requarcli & Associated, LLP

335 m. Approval of Fiscal Year 2023-2024 Personnel Management Plan Update
336
337 Mr. Pinkston moved the Board to adopt the Consent Agenda. The motion was seconded by
338 Mr. O'ConneII and passed unanimously (6-0).
339
340 9. OTHER BUSINESS
341 a. Presentation, Public Hearmg, and Vote to Consider Approval of the Resolution to
3 4 2 ^Op/ ^?£? FY 2023-2024 Rate Schedule, FY 2024-2028 Capital improvement Plan
343 and FY 2023-2024 Budget; Bill Mawyer, Executive Director
344
345 Mr. Mawyer stated that the CIP was presented in February and the Operating Budget was
346 presented in March. He stated that the budget was an incorporation of the Capital account and
347 operating expenses, so he would give a brief review of both of those before the public hearing
348 was held on the items. He stated that the strategic plan guided this process, and the focus of the
349 FY 2023-2024 budget was to address the objectives of the 2024-2028 Capital Improvement
350 Program, to establish a framework with resources to achieve the strategic plan priorities, to
351 support the workforce during a period of extreme inflation, and to translate their objectives and
352 priorities into reasonable charges to the City and ACSA.
353
354 Mr. Mawyer stated that the FY24-28 CIP included 56 projects at a cost of $326.1 M, and the
355 funding for the program was an accumulation of funds from different sources. He stated that they
356 had available funds that they had already borrowed, grants, reserves, new debt, and had already
357 paid $35.6M toward the full expense of these projects. He stated that the primary objectives of
358 the CIP included accelerating completion of the South Fork Rivanna Reservoir to Ragged

359 Mountain Pipeline and Pumping project to 2030 rather than 2033, providing additional Granular
360 Activated Carbon treatment capacity at Crozet and Red Hill Water Treatment Plants, leverage of
361 partnerships with the City, UVA, and VDOT on drinking water piping projects in Emmet Street,
362 and to improve drinking water capacity and reliability in the Route 29 North area.
363
364 Mr. Mawyer stated that the CIP and Operating expenses accumulated to a $47.7M budget, which
365 was a $5.8M or 13.9% increase from FY23. He stated that the debt service was one of the largest
366 components of the budget, totaling $23.3M, which was an increase of 18.2% over last year, In
367 large part because they accelerated a major piping project. He stated that the operations cost was
368 $24.4M, which was a $2.2M increase or 10.1%. He stated that City charges were estimated to be
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369 $17.8M, which was a $1.5M or 9.3% increase, and the ACSA charges would be $27M, which
370 was a$3.2M or 13.4% increase over this year.

371
372 Mr. Mawyer stated that the debt service was $23M or 49% of the budget because the Authority
373 carried the major utility debt for the City and County by design. He stated that workforce
374 expenses would be $1 1.6IVI or 24%. He stated that operations and maintenance were $7.5M or
375 16%, and general services was $5.4M or 11% of the budget. He stated that the cost increases for
376 FY2024 compared to FY2023 were substantially composed of debt service, which was $3.6M or
377 62% of the increase, workforce costs were $1.1M or 19%, chemicals were $680,000 or 1 1%, and
378 information technology was $453,000 or 8%. He stated that the total increase was $5.8M.
379
380 Mr. Mawyer stated that through operational optimization savings, they created $187,000 in
381 savings largely through technology improvements and injecting need-paced chemicals in the
382 water treatment process via sensors giving instantaneous readings on what the levels in flows
383 were, allowing for injection ofchemicals at a variable rate based on need rather than setting the
384 injection pump at a constant rate to pump all day. He stated that this variable, paced flow process
385 would save chemical costs.

386
387 Mr. Mawyer stated that major programs in FY2024 included construction of the Airport Road

388 Water Pump Station, the MC 5kv Electrical Upgrade, the South Rivanna River Crossing, the
389 Ragged Mountain Reservoir to Observatory Water Treatment Plan Pipeline and Pump Station,
390 the Central Water Line, the Red Hill Water Treatment Plant Upgrades and Granular Activated
391 Carbon, the Scottsville WRRF Emergency Power Generator, and the Moores Creek
392 Administration Building Renovation and Addition. He stated that in design for FY2024 were the

393 South Fork Rlvanna River to Ragged Mountain Reservoir Pipeline, the Beaver Creek Dam,
394 Pump Station and Piping project, and the Crozet Water Treatment Plant GAC System. He stated
395 that also requested to be approved for FY2024 was the new Administration and Communications
396 Division in the Authority.
397
398 Mr. Mawyer stated that expense increases included the cost-of-Uving increase proposed for staff
399 of 6% with a 2% merit pool, retirement and insurance increases, and four additional positions as
400 part of workforce investment. He stated that the additional positions included a Director of
401 Administration and Communications in the first quarter, then a Finance Manager, IT Technician
402 for cybersecurity, and an Engineering Inspector Supervisor in the second quarter. He stated that
403 they had eliminated a part-time position, so this would result in a net total of 3.6 FTE positions.
404 He stated that operations and maintenance expense increases included costs for chemicals,
405 technology, communications, and equipment maintenance. He noted that they had reduced the
406 professional and other services costs by $160,000.
407
408 Mr. O'ConneIl asked what specifically was causing the increase in chemical costs.

409
410 Mr. Mawyer stated that they received higher bid prices for chemicals used for water and
411 wastewater treatment..

412
413 Mr. Tungate stated that between FY22 and FY23, costs for chemicals went up 60%, and the bids
414 were due for FY24 on Thursday, so he would see where they were at that point.
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415
416 Mr. O'Connell asked if the issue was isolated to GAC.
417
418 Mr. Tungate stated no, it was across the board for all chemlcals. He stated that it was thought to
419 be tied to the unpredictabUity of the diesel fuel market, but they had also heard that raw materials
420 had changed, and odor control prices had gone up based on the market rates, and the conflict in
421 Ukraine and Russia had an impact on supply as well.
422
423 Mr. Mawyer stated that with the pandemlc behind them, and if the national legislature could pass
424 a budget, and if fuel prices stabilized, and IfOPEC did not have a special meeting, then perhaps
425 chemical prices would go down. He stated that currently there were multiple reasons why the

426 prices were up.

427
428 Mr. Mawyer stated that the new Administration and Communications division would manage the
429 Human Resource programs, including recruiting, hiring, payroll, and benefits, as well as public-
430 facing brand identity initiatives identified in the strategic plan goals. He stated that they were
431 transferring the Safety Program to this group to manage the enhancements of the Safety
432 Program. He stated that the Finance Manager would supervise staff and become proficient with
433 all finance programs ofRWSA and RSWA. He stated that the Information Technology

434 Technician would support systems including cybersecurity, SCADA, asset management, and
435 Human Resources Information System. He stated that the Engineering Inspectors Supervisor
436 would supervise and manage the work programs of the four Engineering Inspectors, as well as
437 the consultant inspectors, while also providing special inspections.
438
439 Mr. Pinkston asked if the Inspectors would be Inspecting weld quality and other things of that
440 •• nature.

441
442 Mr. Mawyer stated that they would be inspecting for contract compliance, so their responsibility
443 was to make sure the contractor followed the construction contract, including materials specified,
444 approval of submittals, and correct Installation of materials.
445
446 Mr. Pinkston asked if they currently leaned on architects and engineers for that work.
447

448 Mr. Mawyer stated they did, but they were growing the internal inspector group during his
449 tenure, and they would now have five inspectors.

450
451 Mr. O'Connell asked if they had run the numbers as to whether it would cover most or all of the
452 consultant expenses that would otherwise be Incurred.

453
454 Mr. Mawyer stated that he would have to return with that information because it had been
455 collected a few years ago. He stated that they still needed consultant inspections to some degree,
456 especially special inspections If there was unusual construction with which they had less
457 familiarity. He stated that the growth of the RWSA employees had been slow and steady for the
458 past 18 years, and had added 19 positions, or a little over one position per year, which was
459 reasonable for their growing population and the services provided at their multiple large
460 facilities. He stated that they forecast the rates for the ACSA and the City based on the Capital
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4 61 Budget for this year and the CIP, and anticipated about $230M in new debt over those five years.
4 62 He stated that they issued the debt, and the City and ACSA reimbursed them for the debt costs.
463
464 Mr. 0 Connell stated that there was a large shift in future years.
465
466 Mr. Mawyer stated that the total budget proposed was $47.7M, of which the City charges would
467 total about $17.8M and the ACSA charges total $27M. He requested the Chair to conduct a
468 public hearing on the proposed rate schedule if there were no questions or comments. He stated
469 the public hearing was advertised twice in the local paper.
470
471 Mr. Gaffney opened the public hearing for the Rate Schedule, CIP, and FY 2023-2024 Budget.
472
473 Ms. Dede Smith stated that after the Ragged Mountain option was chosen for the community
474 water plan, an expensive pipe project between Ragged Mountain and South Fork was proposed.
475 She stated that the project was initially delayed because the required rate increase to fund the
476 project was too high. She stated that the current proposed rate increase was similar. She stated
477 that there was an affordability crisis, and people were often evicted for not being able to afford
478 utilities.
479
480 Ms. Smith stated that I ow-co st housing was less efficient and more expensive to heat and cool.
481 She stated the proposed CIP was reckless, racist, and went against historical precedent. She
482 stated the County ratepayers would see worse rate hikes compared to the City, and County
483 ratepayers had almost no representation on the Board. She stated that Ms. Mallek did not pay
484 utility rates and neither did her predecessor.

485
486 Mr. Gaffney noted there were no more speakers and closed the public hearing.
487
488 Mr. O'Connell stated that there were weekly headlines about how water systems were failing in
489 other parts of the country and water safety was in question. He stated that trust in public water
490 had declined rapidly. He stated that the Authority had invested and continued to invest in

491 initiatives to ensure safe, reliable drinking water. He stated that many of the projects were major .
492 maintenance requirements that had been delayed. He stated that they were concerned about
493 affordability for retail consumers and low-volume consumers. He stated that they had a lower
494 cost than the state average and national averages. He stated that the discussion should not only be
495 focused on the rates because the quality of the product was also important.
496
497 Mr. Pinkston noted that there was an escalation of project costs across the country. He stated that
498 they should take advantage of the opportunity to fill Ragged Mountain Reservoir. He stated that

499 in terms of the infrastructure, they were in good shape, and he supported the proposed budget.
500
501 Ms. Mallek stated that the budget was a bold step. She stated that she supported the addition of
502 the communications division. She stated that she and Mr. Tungate hosted a table-top exercise on

503 risk communications at the EPA event. She stated she supported the budget.
504
505 Mr. Gaffney stated that prior to the 2002 drought, they had some of the lowest rates in the state,
506 but their infrastructure was aging. He stated that they had to address the sewer infrastructure
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507 before addressing the water supply due to a consent order from the DEQ. He stated that they
508 sought to continue building state-of-the-art water and sewer utilities.
509
510 Mr. Pinkston noted the rate increases for the City were about 9% year-over-year. He asked if

511 there was a six to 10-year range. He stated that the Urban Water Master Plan was close to.

512 completion. He asked whether they would reach a peak investment and then transition to mainly
513 maintenance costs.

514
515 Mr. Mawyer stated that regulations may change the requirements. He stated that they were
516 awaiting regulations for PFAS. He stated that they hoped the budgets would stabilize where they
517 could focus on infrastructure renewal. He stated that they had a long-range CIP, and they would
518 have a presentation on the long-range vision for the water and wastewater system in June.

519
520 Ms. Mallek clarified that the long-range CIP would include paying off loans to take on new debt.
521
522 Mr. Mawyer responded that debt would increase, but they made monthly debt payments which
523 decreased overall debt.
524
525 Ms. MaIIek stated that downstream localities used the water as drinking water. She stated there
526 was a moral obligation to do the best to preserve water quality.
527
528 Mr. Pinkston moved to adopt the rate schedule for FY 2023-2024, effective July 1, 2023.
529 Ms. Mallek seconded the motion, which passed unanimously (6-0).
530
531 Mr. Pinkston moved to approve the FY 2024-2028 CIP. Ms. Mallek seconded the motion,
532 which passed unanimously (6-0).
533
534 Mr. Pinkston moved to approve the FY 2023-2024 Budget Ms. Mallek seconded the
535 motion, which passed unanimously (6-0).
536
537 (Joint Session with t!ie RSWA)
538
539 <7. Presentation: Asset Management Program Update

540 Katie Mcllwee, Asset Management Coordinator

541 Ms. Katie Mcllwee, Asset Management Coordinator, stated that the Strategic Plan guided all of
542 the Authority projects, and the Asset Management Project was no different, and that this project
543 falls under the goals of the Planning and Infrastructure team. She stated that the Asset
544 Management Policy linked to the Strategic Plan to aid in setting goals for asset investment and
545 development. She stated that asset management was a long-term program to attain and sustain
546 the chosen level of service for the life of an asset in the most cost-effective manner. She stated
547 there was a framework of five core questions, developed by the EPA that aids in the
548 development of a comprehensive asset management program. She stated the questions helped to
549 determine the current state of assets, required level of service, business risks, best
550 operations/maintenance practices and CIP investment strategies, and the best long-term funding

551 strategy.

552
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553 Ms. Mcllwee stated that the Authorities had approximately $320M in total assets, which
554 included horizontal and vertical assets. She stated that horizontal assets mainly encompass
555 underground assets, such as manholes, water and sewer lines, system valves, and other related

556 devices. She stated that there were approximately 764 horizontal wastewater assets and
557 approximately 1,644 horizontal water assets. She stated that vertical assets were those that were
558 at the WTPs including buildings and contained within infrastructure. She stated that for
559 wastewater, there were about 1,858 vertical assets, and for water, that were about 1,426 assets.

560
561 Ms. Mcllwee stated they reviewed the benefits of the program and determined that it would
562 prolong the life of assets and improve decisions about asset rehabilitation, repair, and
563 replacement. She stated that the program would reduce the overall cost for operational and
564 capital expenditures, and It would help meet customer demands. She stated that they would be
565 able to set rates based on operational planning, and the budget could focus on critical activities.
566 She stated the program would improve emergency response and improve the security, safety, and
567 reliability of all assets.

568
569 Ms. Mcllwee stated that the goals of the program were to integrate information across the

570 Authorities, monitor asset lifecycle, quantify asset condition and risk, achieve consistent and
571 accurate performance monitoring, compare and prioritize potential capita] project and
572 maintenance activities, achieve benefit/cost efficiencies for customers, and increase and retain
573 institutional knowledge.
574
575 Ms. Mcllwee stated that there were four phases of the asset management program. She stated
576 that the first phase, developing an asset management framework, had been completed, which
577 included conducting a gap assessment, developing a Strategic Asset Management Plan, and
578 identification of software requirements, the initial development of the asset management
579 framework. She stated that the second phase. Test AM Framework, included development of the
580 asset register and completing a Tactical Asset Management Pilot plan for the Rivanna Pump
581 Station. She stated that the third phase was nearly complete, and it was the Cityworks software
582 implementation phase. She stated that the fourth phase was full asset management program

583 implementation.
584
585 Ms. Mcllwee noted several major milestones throughout the project. The first milestone was the
586 start ofPhase 1 in 2018 with the asset plan development. She stated that in 2019, Phase 2 began
587 and included asset hierarchy development. She stated in 2020, they completed the strategic asset
588 management plan and the tactical asset management plan. She stated in 2021, they began Phase 3
589 with the asset register development and Cityworks configuration. She stated in 2022, the full

590 asset management program implementation began, and in 2023, Cltyworks had gone online.
591
592 Ms. Mcllwee stated that Phase 3 was a large part of the project. She stated that Cityworks was
593 chosen to be the computerized maintenance and management system (CMMS) in September
594 2020, and implementation began December ofthat year. She stated that configuration and
595 systems testing were completed in March 2023. She stated that on May 8, Cityworks went live.
596 She stated that the program maximized preventative maintenance. She stated that Cityworks was
597 an Authority-wide initiative to provide tangible benefits for asset management. She stated that
598 the system had all asset information in one location and it was linked to the GIS. She stated that
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599 the system allowed work order tracking across departments.
600
601 Ms. McIIwee stated that the asset management program budget was about $U8M. She stated
602 that the largest portion of the budget was Phase 3. She stated that as part of Phase 4, they were
603 looking to complete the Level 1 and Level 2 condition assessments, and after completion, they
604 would assign consequence of failure scores and mitigation factor scores to the vertical assets.
605 She stated the consequence of failure scores would be assigned to the linear assets, and those
606 would be used to calculate risk. All of this information would then be used in conjunction with a
607 decision support tool to help make well-informed planning and financial decisions.
608
609 Ms. McIIwee stated long-term goals included full implementation of the program. She stated
610 they would develop capital investment needs and a business case evaluation process. She stated
611 that they would develop tactical asset plans for all assets, and they would refine the level of
612 service performance standards. She stated that they would seek to reduce maintenance costs,
613 implement performance monitoring processes, and implement an asset management program

614 with the RSWA.
615
616 Mr. Pinkston asked if a consultant helped in the implementation ofCltyworks.
617
618 Ms. McIIwee stated they hired a consultant (GHD) to implement Cityworks and the asset
619 management program. She stated the consultant helped with the procurement of Cityworks.
620
621 Mr. Smalls asked how they selected Cityworks.
622

623 Ms. Mcllwee stated that when they began looking for a system, neighboring localities and
624 municipalities were using Cityworks. She stated that they issued an RFP, and by that time,
625 Cityworks had transitioned its platform. She stated once the vendor had transitioned, they were
626 able to provide 95% of the Authority's request at the lowest cost.
627
628 Mr. Smalls asked whether RSWA assets were included.
629
630 Ms. Mcllwee stated they were not yet included.
631
632 Mr. Mawyer responded that they would be in the near future.
633
634 Mr. Pinkston asked if the consultant helped develop and identify the risk assessments and points
635 of failure.
636
637 Ms. Mcllwee stated that they had developed several metrics to aid in decision making. She stated
638 that the usage and surrounding infrastructure influenced the risk of failure score.
639
640 Mr. Mawyer asked what all the metrics added together would indicate.
641
642 Ms. McIIwee stated that it indicated the business risk exposure.
643
644 Mr. Gaffney stated he supported the program. He asked if there was a method to sell assets that
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645 were no longer needed or used by the Authority.
646

647 Ms. Mcllwee stated that they currently perform a surplus sale of equipment every year.
648
649 Mr. O'Connell asked if they would be able to gather enough data for the next CIP process.
650
651 Ms. Mcllwee stated that they hoped to gather enough data. She stated that they were six to eight
652 months from being able to input the first data into the decision support tool. She stated that the
653 information would become more robust every year.

654
655 Mr. Smalls asked for more information about the decision support system.
656

657 Ms. Mcllwee stated that after a decision support tool was implemented, there would be a review
658 process for the recommendations provided by the software, and no recommendation would be
659 taken without a review.

660
661 Mr. Mawyer stated that they would integrate maintenance history and opinions about the assets.
662 He stated that they would have to prioritize the most important assets for repairs or replacement.
663
664 Mr. Smalls stated that the program was a good way to reduce costs.
665
666 Ms. Mallek asked whether the 20% priority for site visits was based on age or value.
667
668 Ms. McIIwee stated that it was based on a calculation using the consequence of failure scores,
669 condition scores, and the mitigation factors.
670
671 b. Presentation: Leadership Development
672 Program Betsy Nemeth, Human Resources Manager

673 Ms. Betsy Nemeth, Human Resources Manager, stated that she would provide an update on the
674 organization's succession planning. She stated that the objective of the succession planning
675 process was to continue organizational growth and development of the Authorities by
67 6 recognizing, developing, and retaining leadership talent and strategically planning for the future.
677 She stated that they developed a leadership development program to develop in-house leadership
678 at all levels of the organization.
679
680 Ms. Nemeth stated that there were three groups, and Group 1 encompassed the directors and
681 high-level managers. She stated that they included the Clifton Strengths assessment tool to
682 identify leadership strengths. She stated that they had held the first learning session, Strengths-
683 Based Leadership, and the next sessions would include Emotional Intelligence and Conflict
684 Management, Managing Change, and Visionary Leadership. She stated that everyone in the
685 group would develop and present a capstone project in pairs in December. She stated that they
686 were using an Executive Leadership Coach with Barren Ridge Consulting named Tim Smith.
687
688 Ms. Nemeth stated that groups 2 and 3 included managers, assistant managers, supervisors, and
689 other staff. She stated that the groups had four development learning sessions. Strengths "Based
690 Leadership, Emotional Intelligence and Conflict Management, Effective Communication, and
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691 Managing Change. She stated that the groups had already undergone the strengths-based
692 leadership session. She stated that the refreshed leadership development program would support
693 the objectives of the succession management plan. She stated that the structured leadership
694 program had been successful for the first session, and employees seemed willing to return for
695 future sessions.

696
697 Mr. Mawyer asked how many employees were in the program.

698
699 Ms. Nemeth responded that there were a total of 26 staff members from both Authorities.
700
701 Mr. Rogers asked who was providing the training.
702

703 Ms. Nemeth responded that the leadership coach consultant provided training to the executive
704 group, and she provided training to the other two groups.
705

706 Mr. Rogers stated that he supported internal executive leadership programs.
707
708 Ms. Nemeth stated that the programs invested In employees and aided in retention.
709
710 Mr. Plnkston asked how many people had gone through the program and how many they
711 anticipated.
712
713 Ms. Nemeth stated that this was the first group of sessions, and there were 26 staff members

714 participating.
715
716 c. Presentation: Admmisti'ation Bwlding Renovation and Addition
717 Santino Grcmato, P.E,, Senior Civil Engmeer

718 Steve Davis, AIA, LEED Fello^-Prmc]pal, Thrive Architecture

719 Mr. Santino Granato» Senior Civil Engineer, stated that Brian Bergstrom from Short Elliot
720 Hendrickson Engineers was also present. He stated that the Moores Creek Administration
721 Building was constructed in the 1980s and was approximately 12,850 square feet. He stated the
722 building provided space for 26 staff positions, including the water and wastewater laboratory. He
723 stated in 2018, a needs assessment was completed and identified the need for an addition of
724 15,000 square feet for a total building size of 27,850 square feet. Pie stated the 2018 renovation
725 was designed to accommodate 48 staff positions, and the project cost estimate at the time was
726 $8M.
727

728 Mr. Granato stated that they aimed to move Engineering staff into the newly renovated building
729 and out of the trailers they currently used. He stated that the building would provide space for 49
730 staff positions upon completion in 2026, and there would space for 68 staff positions by 2035.
731 He stated the building would include offices, a laboratory, a data center, and education,
732 conference, and support spaces. He stated that it was currently estimated to be 30,400 square
733 feet. He stated they would implement a phased staffing occupancy approach, and initial
734 construction would accommodate 58 staff positions by 2030.
735
736 Mr. Steve Davis, Thrive Architecture, provided an overview of the site plan. He stated that
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737 adjacent to the existing building was the proposed addition. He noted that the proposed addition
738 would be three stories. He stated that they were designing for 120 on-site parking spaces to
739 accommodate staff vehicles, fleet vehicles, visitors, and public meeting attendees. He stated that
740 they were beginning to evaluate some of the other safety features, such as storm water facilities.
741 He stated that they would preserve as many of the large oak trees along the road as possible. He
742 stated the master plan specified the location of future facilities, and there would be a new service
743 drive-in and loading dock to support the lab facilities.
744
745 Mr. Davis stated that they considered having the board meeting room on the first floor, but there
746 were constraints regarding space, so they made the decision to host meetings on the top floor. He
747 stated the first floor included a portion of administrative staff, the receptionist, and a significant
748 portion of the IT department. He stated that the public circulation areas were secured from the
749 staff areas with ballistic glass.
750
751 Mr. Davis stated that the ground floor of the existing building would be connected to the second
752 floor of the new building. He stated that the labs were located in the same general location, but
753 they would be entirely renovated. He stated the entirety of the engineering department would be
754 located on the second floor. He stated that the new boardroom would be located on the third
755 floor, and the room would be designed for a variety of uses. He stated the board room had an
756 example configuration to be able to support 14 Board members at the head tables and
757 accommodate 60 guests. He stated that the remainder of the administrative department would be
758 located on the third floor along with the leadership suite, the future legal department, and the
759 remainder of the IT department.
760
761 Mr. Davls stated that while the normal ceiling height would be 9', they had opportunities to
762 increase the celling height for the boardroom. He stated the lowest level of the addition would be
763 at the parking lot level. He stated that they implemented architectural strategies to reduce the
764 width and height of the building. He stated that there was no plan to change the exterior of the
765 existing building, so they selected building materials to match. He stated that they intended to
766 keep the rooftop as clean as possible to accommodate future renewable energy production. He
167 stated there would be a narrow connector between the new and the old buildings. He noted that
168 the rooftops were intended to be similar but not matching.
769

770 Mr. Davis stated that the engineering team would evaluate low-impact development strategies.
771 He stated they would look for ways to mitigate stormwater impacts and preserve waterways. He
772 stated that they wanted to limit the use of glass from an energy-use and glare-reduction
773 perspective. He stated that they wanted to emphasize the use of natural materials and materials
774 with low energy requirements.
775
776 Mr. O'Connell asked whether solar power was included.
777
778 Mr. Davis stated that they planned to allocate space for a solar system on the rooftop of the
779 building. He stated that solar panels were not included in the initial project budget.
780
781 Mr. Granato stated they would submit the site plan to the County in June 2023, and they
782 anticipated to have completed design by December. He stated they planned to award a
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783 construction contract by May 2024. He stated construction was anticipated to begin in June 2024
784 and be complete by June 2026. He stated that the estimated project costs were done at a
785 conceptual level, and they would be refined at the 30% design submission. He stated that total
786 project costs were about $17.5M, and they included one-time contingencies for inflation and
787 design.

788
789 Mr. Granato stated that the total project estimate did not include solar panel installation or
790 educational outreach. He stated they were working with consultants to determine costs for those
791 installations. He explained that solar panel installation on the building would be included with
792 the next cost estimate, and they would try to include it within the project budget.
793
794 Mr. O'ConneIl asked whether they were pursuing grant options for solar power.
795
796 Mr. Mawyer stated no, but they were open to opportunities and suggestions.
797
798 Mr. Granato stated that the project would renovate 12,850 square feet of the existing building,
799 and there would be an addition of 17,200 square feet. He stated the engineering staff would be
800 relocated into the building, and the labs would be modernized. He stated that the renovation and
801 addition would accommodate staff growth to 68 positions by 2035. He stated that the
802 construction schedule was June 2024 through June 2026, and the estimated budget was $17.5M.
803
804 Mr. Rogers asked for clarification about the projected number of employees.
805
806 Mr. Mawyer responded that there were currently 26 employees In the existing Administration
807 building, and there were 16 employees In the trailers who would move Into the renovated
808 Administration building. By 2035, they anticipated 68 employees would be located in the
809 building.
810
811 Mr. Pinkston asked whether the project was included in the CIP.
812
813 Mr. Mawyer stated yes.

814
815 Mr. Pinkston asked whether they received a value engineering (VE) review.
816
817 Mr. Mawyer responded yes. He explained that all projects over $5M received a VE review.
818
819 Ms. Hildebrand responded that the $18M would be at the earlier stages of the CIP.
820
821 Mr. Pinkston stated that the renovation seemed to be needed.
822
823 Ms. MaHek asked how they would manage energy efficiency in the summer.
824
825 Mr. Davis stated that most of the glass was facing north, and it was located on an open floor. He
826 stated that there was not a lot of direct solar gain on the glass. He stated that some of the glass
827 panels on the lower levels were opaque panels. He stated that they had to perform more studies
828 on the east side to mitigate the solar gain. He stated that there were tail trees In the area to reduce
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829 sunlight.
830
831 Mr. Smalls asked whether the construction timeline would impact the Board's ability to meet.
832
833 Mr. Mawyer stated that they may have to find other locations to meet during construction. He
834 stated they had considered rotating the meeting to various City and County locations during the
835 construction, but they had to consider technology logistics.
836
837 Mr. Rogers asked whether staff would be relocated.
838
839 Mr. Mawyer stated they were working on a staff relocation strategy. He stated that constructing
840 the new building, relocating staff into the new addition, then renovating the old building would
841 create two project cycles, lengthen the timeline, and increase costs. He stated that they were
842 considering a trailer for the laboratory. He stated that they would look to integrate a work-from-

843 home program, as well.

844
845 Mr. Pinkston asked whether the cost estimates included costs for staff phasing and relocation.
846
847 Mr. Granato stated that they generated a cost savings by relocating staff out of the building
848 during construction. He stated that they were looking to finalize the plan, and the costs would be
849 adjusted. He stated that the relocation costs were not currently incorporated into the total project
850 estimate.

851
852 Ms. Hildebrand asked whether there was consideration for cubicle-type offices in certain areas.
853
854 Mr. Granato stated they did consider cubicles in some situations, such as in the engineering
855 space, the inspector offices, and the interns. He stated the majority of the building was designed
856 for individual offices.
857
858 Mr. Stewart asked if the project would receive a green building certification.
859
860 Mr. Granato stated that would be discussed within the project team.
861
862 Mr. Mawyer asked if there were different levels of certification.
863
864 Mr. Stewart responded that there were different ratings. He stated a code change required local
865 governments to use the system.

866
8 67 Mr. Mawyer stated that they would have to look into it.

869 Mr. Stewart noted that the building had only one elevator and suggested they add an additional
870 elevator in case one broke. He stated that it was important to have solar on the building. He
871 stated that the proposed timelmes seemed to be optimistic. He stated that the County site
872 planning process could take multiple attempts.
873
874 Mr. Granato stated that they would do their best to maintain the proposed timeline.
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875
876 Mr. Mawyer asked whether there was a preference for installing solar panels at the beginning
877 versus installing them at a later time.
878
879 Ms. Mallek asked whether the Authority was allowed to use the contract companies which
880 installed solar panels at no cost, such as was used with the schools. She stated that the Authority
881 may not be eligible.
882
883 Mr. Stewart stated he believed the Authority was eligible for the programs, but the project was
884 too small.

885
886 Mr. O'ConneII asked for clarification about the top needs for the project. He noted that

887 eliminating the Engineering trailers and renovating the lab were priorities.

Mr. Mawyer stated that the building was the original construction from the 1970s and needed
890 renovation. Additional space would be needed to accommodate anticipated growth in staffing.
891 He stated that there were pests in the building that they needed to address.
892
893 Mr. O'Connell asked whether there were growing staffing and space needs.
894
895 Mr. Mawyer stated that there were growing staff needs with the strategic plan. He stated that
896 they wanted to build the space to accommodate future staffing needs until 2035.
897
898 Mr. Gaffney clarified that there would be increased lab space.
899
900 Ms. Mallek asked whether the renovated lab space would double.
901
902 Mr. Davis stated there was not significantly more space, but the internal layout was more
903 efficient.

904
905 Mr. Gaffney noted that the manager's office and lab storage had been moved out of the lab space.
906
907 Ms. Mallek asked whether there was an enterprise opportunity to use the laboratory resources for
908 other localities.
909
910 Mr. Mawyer stated that the more local testing they could perform, the most cost effectively they
911 could operate. They would investigate enterprising opportunities.
912
913 4. OTHER ITEMS FROM BOARD/STAFF NOT ON AGENDA
914
915 Mr. Mawyer announced that Ms. Carrie Stanton was leaving the organization and Williams
916 Mullen for a better opportunity. He thanked Ms. Stanton for her work for the Authority.
917
918 Ms. Mallek stated that the Authority and the County had the resources to accomplish initiatives
919 that were not possible in other localities. She stated she appreciated the redundancy and work
920 that went on In the Authority. She stated that the City-County-University partnership made more
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921 possibilities possible.
922
923 5. CLOSED MEETING
924
925 There was no reason for a closed meeting.

926
927 6. ADJOURNMENT
928
929 At 4:49 p.m., Mr. Rogers moved to adjourn the meeting of the Rivanna Wafer and Sewer
930 Authority. Ms. Mallek seconded the motion, which passed unanimously (6-0).
931
932 Respectfully submitted,
933
934
935
936 ^lr. Jeff Richardson
937 Secretary - Treasurer
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